
                                          STEVEN      BOOTIER 
414  WOODSDALE DRIVE REDLION,OA 17356 
HOME PHONE       717-244-7604 
MOBILE PHONE    717-891-2560 
E-MAIL                    GRUMBYMAN@YAHOO.COM  
 
 
 
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
Extraordinary leader and problem solver, calm under pressure with superior time management and 
conflict resolution skills. 
 
 

SKILLS 
Organized 
Quick learner 
Adept multi tasker 
 

WORK HISTORY 
SET-UP PERSON,  02-2010—PRESENT 
Harley-davidson-York pa 

1. Responsible for pm process on all tooling and machining on the assy. Line. 
2. Responsible for setting up and calibrating all tooling when they are due for pm. 
3. Responsible for supplying employees on the assy. line a safe and ergonomically way of 

performing their job. 
4. Responsible for ordering  and maintaining all supplies needed for the assy. Line within the sap 

and the outside suppliers 
5. Program all machinery and tooling within the assy. Area 
 

General Maintenance    02-2003 thru  02-2010   
Harley-davidson-york pa 

1. Diagnosed mechanical  problems and determined the best ways to correct them 
2. Inspected drives, motors and belts 

3. Operated tools, including  hoists, saws and drills. 
4. Safely operated standard and aerial lift vehicles 
5. Managed tool shop, monitored stock levels and ordered parts 
6. Documented all maintenance and repairs 

 
Automated Applications Technician  07-1992 thru 01-2003 
Harley-davidson-york,pa 

1. Evaluated safety processes and procedures to ensure that working conditions were safe. 
2. Operates robot systems and makes necessary adjustments through a programmable logic 

controller 
3. Maintains operating parameters makes necessary adjustments  to all controls to insure paint 

mix and powder paint meets job specifications. 
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4. Hand sprays parts so they match the appropriate standards and proper orientation for applying 
paint 

5. Checks painted units for any quality defect not to standards and makes adjustments 
6. Maintains sludge room operating parameters package waste accordance with government 

requirements and maintains records. 
7. Apply epoxy coating to required surface 
8. Apply just in time and inventory control techniques 
9. Performs daily operational coating test in the paint system to specifications  and durability of 

coatings 
10. Maintain and test 8 stage phosphate system so all baths are running at the required parameters 

by testing  with titrations. 
  

  Special Assembler    04-1988 thru  07-1992 
1.  Operates pre-set equipment for simple repetitive items 
2.  Places parts in specified relationship to each other and check those parts for functional  and 

cosmetic quality. 
3. Makes routine repairs ,adjustments and or replacements on frames, electrical systems , wheels 

and other parts online. 
4. Performs various other duties such as aligning wheels, tightening loose bolts and nuts 
5. Performs  minor repairs on defects found during the build process or at line roll test 
6. Visually inspects parts before installing on vehicle 

 
 

US  NAVY   01-1984 THRU  01-1988 
NORFOLK   VA 
GUNNERSMATE  

1. Performed all pm processes on all guns within the ship.  
2. Maintained Armory 

 
EDUCATION 
 
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA        REDLION SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL   GRADUATED 1982                      


